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Abstract: Emergency is the situation in which the community is capable of coping. An immediate attention of
emergency resources is required for the imminent occurrence of an event. Preparedness is scheduling in order
how to respond. Although it initially surfaced as a concept in the military domain, Emergency preparedness has
been studied across a broad range of domains for both individual and team activities. Significantly, it’s been
recognized  as  a  essential  part  of  building  successful  and  effective  decisions  for  emergency response.
This paper efficiently studies the increasing use of ontology during crises that offers new information sources
from which the right authorities can enhance emergency preparedness.
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INTRODUCTION experience limited communication ability. By leveraging

In recent years, Ontology has emerged as a popular could be better that establishing situation awareness
medium for providing new sources of information and requires three various levels of activity: understand “the
rapid communications, particularly during natural big picture” during critical situations and thus make the
disasters. Twitter is one such service that allows users to best, most informed decisions possible for deploying aid,
broadcast small textual messages, or tweets, of up to 140 rescue and recovery operations.
characters to an audience of followers using Web or
mobile-based platforms. An imperative feature of Twitter Existing System
is its instantaneous nature. Users frequently post what Disaster Preparedness: Emergency preparedness plays
they’re doing and thinking about and repeatedly returns the key role in disaster management. Preparedness starts
to the site to see what previous people are performed. from the individual. All the departments, institutions,
This generates numerous user updates from which we can organizations be it government or non-government
find useful information related to real-world agency should join their hands to combat the disasters.
events—including natural disasters such as flood, In more countries like Australia, There are many
earthquakes, bushfires and cyclones. Survivors in the established Crisis Co-ordination Centre. The CCC is a
important areas can report on the ground information devoted 24/7 facility that supports a whole-of-government
about what they’re seeing, hearing and experiencing response to national security and natural disaster
during natural disasters. People from surrounding areas incidents. It’s responsible for hazard monitoring and
can provide nearly real-time observations about disaster situation awareness and for the appropriate and accurate
scenes, such as aerial images and photos [1]. dissemination of information on emerging risks and

This is mainly helpful during severe emergency threats to government ministers, police, emergency
situations, in which people within blackout areas would services and other agencies.

the public’s collective intelligence, emergency authorities
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In our country like India, Following a disaster the markedly different from conventional documents, which
ultimate responsibility of thwarting the effects lies with makes traditional natural language processing methods
the individual. The government NGO’s and other inapplicable. To deal with these difficulties, we elaborated
institutions will reach the disaster scene and start a a coherent set of integrated components for extracting
certain time lapse. Volunteers, administrator should react situation awareness by using various data mining
immediately after the strike of disaster. The District techniques, including data capture, online clustering and
Collector is the nodal person for the disaster management visualisation [4].
[2]. We adapted and optimized these techniques to deal

The District administrator is responsible for the with real-time, high-volume image streams, which are the
establishment of communication, identification of suitable indicators of unexpected incidents, exploring the impact
safe places for shelter, food and water etc., for this to of identified incidents and monitoring incidents’
happen the district administrator should: evolution.

Convene an emergency meeting with all department Data Capture: Using Twitter APIs, we’ve been capturing
heads tweets for specific region of interest. Our data capture
Roles and errands of each department is to be module uses the Twitter API for search and stream
clarified captures. The challenge for stream capture is to obtain

A District Disaster Management Headquarters office tracking  from  the  stream feed delivers tweets from all
which has been pre identified is to commence functioning over the world, not simply those of interest in a locality,
immediately. All the departmental head of the districts we mainly use Twitter’s location - based search API to
involved in the disaster management or the commanding offer a feed of tweets from people within a region of
officers will be available here 24 hours [3]. interest [5].

Examples: information, if extracted, analyzed and generated properly

Sanitation and avoidance of disease epidemic - can effectively contribute to increasing the planning level
Public Health department. of accuracy in emergency preparedness.
Rescue and evacuation–Fire services, Coast guards The data capture component manages the system’s
Relief measures – Revenue department reliable access to Twitter messages using the available
Treatment – Department of medical services. streaming and search APIs. It gathers raw tweets and

Proposed System: Here, we propose system architecture clustering, which processes the tweets via various
for leveraging ontology to enhance emergency methods [6].
preparedness. It differs from existing systems where the Finally,   the  results  from  the  process  component
data sources are high-speed text streams retrieved from go to the visualization component for display to users.
Twitter and WhatsApp during natural disasters and This component can display some mixture of raw tweets
crises. These text streams offer important condition with outputs (charts) from any of the processing methods
awareness information, for example community responses (for example, groups of tweets clustered by topic or
to urgent situation warnings, near-real-time notice of tweets placed on a map depending on position
incidents and first-hand reports of an incident’s impact. information) [7].
Such information, if extracted and analyzed properly and
rapidly, can effectively contribute to enhancing the Algorithm Used: To discover important topics from
planning level of emergency preparedness. Twitter an OICA is used. 

Social media brings new challenges about how to sift
related information starting from the total volume of data Online Clustering for Topic Discovery: OICA that
being broadcast over time. User- generated content is automatically groups similar tweets into topic clusters, so
intrinsically noisy and embodies language uses that are that  each  cluster  corresponds to an event-specific topic.

tweets  relevant  to  incidents  of  interest. Because

First-hand reports of an incident’s impact. Such

(year-wise, month-wise, date-wise, time-wise) and rapidly,

forwards them to the process component Online
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Fig. 1: Shows our high-level system architecture

For  this   task,  the  desirable   clustering   algorithm If sim(T, C) is greater than a threshold ? which is to
should be scalable to handle the sheer volume of be determined empirically, tweet T is additional to the
incoming  tweets  and  not  require a   priori  knowledge cluster  C;  or  else,  a new cluster is formed based on T.
of  the  amount  of  clusters,   given  that tweet contents We describe the function sim(T, C) to be the comparison
are constantly evolving over time. Thus, partitional between tweet T and cluster C. In the clustering process,
clustering  algorithms  such  as   k-means  and whenever a new tweet T is additional to a cluster C, the
expectation- maximization (EM) 10 aren’t suitable for this centroid of C is updated as the normalized vector sum of
problem, because they require the number of clusters as all the tweets in C. In our algorithm, we use two similarity
input. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are also in- measures: cosine comparison and Jaccard similarity. We
appropriate because they rely on a fully specified define these as:
similarity matrix, which doesn’t scale to our data’s
growing size[8].

To capture tweets’ textual information, we represent (1)
each tweet using a vector of terms weighted using term
frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF).
Specifically, a tweet constitute a data point in d- (2)
dimensional space, V  = (v1, v2, …, vd), where d is the sizei

of the word vocabulary and vj is the TF-IDF weight of the where Vi.Vj is the dot product of vector Vi and vector Vj.
jth word in tweet V . Here, |Vi  Vj| denotes the number of distinct words eitheri

We offer an OICA that extends the single-pass in tweet VI or in VJ and |Vi  Vj| denotes the amount of
algorithm   proposed   elsewhere.   Given   a  Twitter common words in both VI and VJ.
stream in which the tweets are sorted according to their To acquire into description the temporal dimension,
posted time, the basic idea of incremental clustering is as we add another time factor to the comparison measure
follows. that favours a tweet to be added to the clusters whose

First, the algorithm draws the first tweet from the time cancroids are close to the tweet’s publication time.
stream and uses it to form a cluster. Next, for each So, we define our modified similarity measure as:
incoming tweet, T, the algorithm computes its similarity
with any existing clusters. Let C be the cluster that has the
maximum similarity with T. (3)
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where  and  are  the   publication   times of
tweets Ti and  Tj,  respectively.  The  similarity  measure
depends  not  only  on the comparison between the
vectors of two tweets but also on the time distance
between them.

Specifically, our clustering algorithm maintains a list
of active clusters. Each cluster is represented by a
centroid  feature  vector  computed  from  the  tweets that
it contains and a time centroid to is the average
publication time of all the tweets forming the cluster. If no
more tweets are added to a cluster for a period of time,
which is determined based on application needs, the
cluster is considered  inactive  and  removed  from the
active list. The algorithm considers only those clusters in
the active list as candidates to which a new tweet can be
added.

Our clustering algorithm is efficient because it
considers each tweet at once and thus can scale to a
growing amount of Twitter messages. However, because
of Twitter’s noisy nature, our algorithm could lead to a
large amount of clusters, many of which might not
correspond to events of interest.

We overcome this problem by filtering out
unimportant  tweets  using  the  burst-detection module
and  allowing  only  tweets  that  contain bursty features
to form clusters. We thus dramatically reduce the number
of clusters and only maintain a list of topic clusters
associated with real-world events. OICA that
automatically  groups  similar  tweets into topic clusters,
so that each cluster corresponds to an event-specific
topic.

Visualization: To assist District Disaster Management
Headquarters office in monitoring unexpected and known
incidents, we improved a suite of visualization interfaces
for exploring and interacting with the information our
system generated as well as the raw data extracted from
Twitter.

Tools Used
AJAX and PHP: The historical alert clustering tool can
replay stored alerts, cluster tweets and track the incident’s
evolution. The viewer has a component to identify a
reference date-time and a slider to move the current time
point within an hour interval. 

Evaluation: Flood as recorded in the Twitter during the
year 2015.
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Fig. 2: (i- viii) Flood as recorded Values From TWITTER
in 2015

Future Enhancement: In the future, we can conduct more
experiments on large-scale datasets to evaluate our
system’s overall performance. We can also advance the
presentation of burst detection and tweet classification by
using additional external resources to compensate for
tweets’. Finally, we will explore the use of smoothing
techniques to attempt the data shortage problem for better
topic clustering.

CONCLUSION

The above proposed System architecture can clearly
provide useful Crisis Response Ontology to Enhance
Emergency Situation Awareness information through a
set of tightly integrated components. It can thus provide
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on-the-ground information commencing the general 5. Vieweg, S., 2010. Microblogging during Two Natural
public, as reported in Twitter, to help establish and Hazards Events: What Twitter May Contribute to
enhance timely situation awareness across a range of Situational Awareness, Proc. 28  Int’l Conf. Human
crisis types. Factors  in  Computing  Systems  (CHI   10),  ACM,
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